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MOLECULAR DIAGNOSTICS

Bucking the Odds :

Veracyte's Route to
Building a Sustainable
Genomics Dx Business
KEY POINTS

by
WENDY DILLER

n Like other molecular diagnostics com-

panies that came of age in the post-Human
Genome Project era, Veracyte has had to
navigate an ill-equipped regulatory and
reimbursement climate, but its founders had
a history of unusual success in the field.

n From the start, the company combatted

skepticism and noise by focusing on highly
specific, unanswered clinical questions, then
looking to molecular diagnostics for relevant, cost-effective solutions—a different
approach, it claims, from competitors who
drove forward based on technology innovation alone.

n In nine years, it has launched three tests,

all backed by strong evidence of clinical utility, which has enabled two of the products
to rack up impressive coverage and reimbursement from both Medicare and commercial payors.

n Wall Street has yet to recognize the company’s achievements, and its reimbursement
wins have yet to translate into profitability,
but Veracyte’s leaders believe that will now
change following the influential Medicare
contractor Palmetto GBA’s recent decision,
effective in March of this year, to cover the
company’s lung cancer diagnostic test.
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Veracyte Inc. was founded in 2008 as a spin-out of a biotech
incubator formed by TPG Biotech, Kleiner Perkins, and Versant Ventures, all early supporters of the pioneering success
of Genomic Health Inc. They were looking for ways to disrupt
diagnostics but were addressing a different issue than they had
at Genomic Health: too many people were landing unnecessarily in the operating room due to inadequate cytology diagnostics. At the same time, Bonnie Anderson, a VP at Beckman
Coulter Inc. who had left her position, was looking for an entrepreneurial venture. When the investors approached her about
leading the new company, she jumped at the opportunity.
The timing coincided with an explosion in innovation in
molecular diagnostics, but companies were entering the
space based on differentiated science targeting obvious indications—using genomics to personalize treatment or predict
likelihood of recurrence. Veracyte, on the other hand, took a
subtle but importantly different approach by focusing on solutions to critical questions that were inadequately addressed by
conventional diagnostics, based on an understanding of information challenges in the patient care pathway, rather than
adherence to one technology.
Cytology seemed ripe for the attention. The field has a heavy
dependence on subjective methodologies, which produce a
frustratingly high percentage of ambiguous results and could
benefit from molecular advances. Moreover, the initial decision
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to focus on characterizing thyroid nodules fit the mission to
a glove. More than 525,000 people a year in the US undergo
fine needle aspiration (FNA) to determine if their thyroid
nodules are cancerous, but results are indeterminate in up to
30% of cases, leading to overuse of more invasive procedures,
since most thyroid nodules are benign. Veracyte’s founders
believed that genomic expression markers could reduce the
number of indeterminate results and unnecessary surgeries,
saving significant sums of money in the process.
The first step was to clearly identify the decision point and
its consequences and then find the specific technologies to
solve the problem. “Our assumption was if we hire great scientists they will figure out how to do it, and that is exactly
what played out in thyroid,” says Anderson, adding that the
company started without patents or technology because the
hypothesis was that “many molecular diagnostics companies
fail based on their business flaws, not their technology.”
Seven years later, the founders’ strategy is bearing fruit:
subsequent to thyroid, it has applied molecular cytology
approaches to pulmonary diseases, including idiopathic pulmonary fibrosis (IPF) and lung cancer. It has three tests on
the market, two of which are covered by payors (one broadly,
the other gaining traction) at attractive reimbursement in an
industry that is too often humbled by reimbursement hurdles and, until recently, regulatory uncertainties. “What we
have been able to do since the beginning of the company
until now, gives you an idea of how rapidly we evolved our
thinking around the parameters it takes to build this kind of
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business,” says Anderson, who is now chairman, CEO, and
president of Veracyte. “What we have done sets us up well
to accomplish great science and get paid for it.”
But there is much more to Veracyte’s success than finding a
technical solution to a well-framed unresolved medical question. The company has kept its commercial infrastructure lean
and in line with the realities of the reimbursement ramp, a
multi-year process. On the payor front, the discussion is all
about clinical evidence of cost savings related to efficacy,
reinforced by management’s continuous blocking and tackling approach to payor contracting. At a time when many
companies and their investors choose to launch tests on the
cheap, bypassing the FDA approval process to avoid unexpected delays and the prospects of supporting scientifically
sound but costly clinical trials, Veracyte has made a point of
accumulating solid clinical data. Genomic Health pioneered
this data-intensive strategy in the molecular world with the
2004 launch of OncotypeDx, which determines which breast
cancer patients are most likely to respond to chemotherapy.
While Veracyte’s goals address different clinical questions
(and the world has certainly changed since then), Anderson
says Veracyte “has a lot of respect for how Genomic Health
helped build faith in developing diagnostic tests that have a
direct impact on patient care, based on companies investing
the level of funding they need and great science.”
Results of clinical trials for its three products have been
published in top peer-reviewed scientific journals, notably

Scientific Rigor:
Leading
in the Age of Evidence
Figure
1
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the New England Journal of Medicine and The Lancet Respiratory Medicine, as well as others. The company has supported analytical and clinical validation studies for all the
tests and clinical utility studies for its flagship thyroid test,
Afirma Genomic Expression Classifier (Afirma GEC), and its
lung cancer diagnostic test, Percepta, including three longterm outcomes studies for Afirma. The latter goes beyond
any requirements FDA would have imposed for a PMA
approval (the company has not sought regulatory approval),
but is necessary to satisfy the demands of payors, who ultimately want confirmation of clinical utility demonstrating
that the test actually impacts physician decision-making
and, ultimately, patient outcomes. “Making sure we can
prove great clinical utility is the is the third leg of the stool,”
says Anderson (See Figure 1).
Still, those successes have yet to translate into assurances
that the company can become profitable and scale-up to an
extent that builds mass in the diagnostics industry. Certainly,
Wall Street isn’t enamored. Investors look at the ongoing
losses ($15.5 million in the first half of 2017) as well as looming competition and general sentiment about the diagnostics
field—Genomic Health, for example, still isn’t profitable after
nearly 20 years in business (although it projects profitability
this year)—and hold back; the company’s stock price, as of
late August, hovered in the high single digits. Veracyte may
well beat the odds, but its trajectory is an object lesson in a
complex balancing act that many companies and investors
don’t want to risk.

The Problem of Indeterminate Cytology
Veracyte’s multiple clinical and reimbursement wins are
based on its ability to frame important questions that specialists do not have answers for, and that payors are willing
to pay for, says Anderson—in short, asking the right questions at the right time and making sure that any solution
results in financial savings as well as improved clinical outcomes. In this conviction, Anderson draws on her experiences in the 1990s at Coulter Corp., and later at Beckman
Coulter, “during a period when flow cytometry transformed
from a niche into a much larger opportunity after it was
effectively applied to measuring T cells of HIV patients.”
In that case, “a clinical unmet need enabled technology to
have value,” she explains.
Veracyte’s founders—who include Fred Cohen, MD, PhD, a
University of California, San Francisco-trained endocrinologist and managing director at TPG—pinpointed the initial
clinical problem, which centered on the limitations of working up patients with suspicious thyroid nodules. FNA, which
is a relatively routine procedure for endocrinologists to perform with minimal risk, yields ambiguous results in as much
as 15% to 30% of cases. Patients who fall into this indetermi-
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nate category are referred for surgical excision, but in 70% to
80% of cases, their nodules turn out to be benign.
At the time of Veracyte’s decision, few academic groups
were applying genomics to this problem. The published
research in academic journals centered on a limited number
of small, unpersuasive clinical trials that did not involve industrial-format tests and were inappropriate for reimbursement,
says Cohen. The founders were committed, however, to making headway in the space. “We had the underlying belief that
if cells were transformed in some ways, there had to be some
genomic, genetic, or proteomic signature corresponding to
that transformation. I could see how this could be hard to see
when looking at individual cells, but from a molecular level,
there had to be a signal,” says Cohen. (see sidebar “Serial
Investor Fred Cohen on ‘Table Stakes’ in Building a Successful
Molecular Dx Company.”)
Thyroid cancer diagnostics was a good starting point for
other reasons as well. Endocrinologists, who perform the
bulk of FNAs, are by and large not at the receiving end of
the enormous flood of information about new medications
and genomic tests that is besieging oncologists, so they have
more time to consider innovations that could meaningfully
change patient care. Moreover, while their decisions can
lead to surgery, their livelihood is not at stake, a subtle but
key driver of adoption challenges in the medical diagnostics
world. “One of the reasons I liked the proposition was that
the endocrinologist, not the surgeon, makes the decision
about testing; the endocrinologist is not affected economically,” says Cohen.
The technical challenge then centered on developing a test
with a high sensitivity and negative predictive value (NPV) that
could accurately rule out the need for surgery for a large percentage of people with indeterminate cytology. The company
is technology agnostic—the prevailing motto is use whatever
works best. In the case of thyroid disease, the team opted for
RNA expression on the premise that identifying specific individual genetic mutations was clinically less helpful than tracking transcript regulation patterns arising from the integration
of multiple mutations, something that RNA expression captures well. Affymetrix microarrays were used for capturing
the genomic content in the first-generation test, although
the company has subsequently moved to deep-sequencing
approaches on Illumina platforms for a second-generation
iteration. As for RNA’s notorious instability challenges in the
lab, Veracyte developed a preservation solution in which to
place the sample at the time of the procedure to address the
problem. That decision turned out to be right, or “I wouldn’t
be talking about this,” says Cohen.
The first generation Afirma GEC, which the company
launched in 2011, has a negative predictive value of 94% to
95%, depending on the type of nodule, and a sensitivity of
92%, which is well within satisfactory performance levels. It
© 2017 Innovation In Medtech, LLC. All rights reserved.
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allows physicians to rule out the need for surgery in about
half of indeterminate cytology cases, Anderson estimates.
“The test took away a huge amount of unnecessary surgery
in the US,” says Erik Alexander, MD, an endocrinologist at
Brigham and Women’s Hospital in Boston and co-principal
investigator on an Afirma clinical trial published in 2012 in
the New England Journal of Medicine (see Box 1).
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Since then, “molecular diagnostics has revolutionized thyroid diagnosis, and subsequent studies show that care of
patients changed on a dime,” he says, explaining that previously, sending patients to surgery was routine, but that
pattern has dropped dramatically. More recently, published
studies following patients with Afirma-benign nodules for
up to four years have found that they behave like benign
nodules, confirming the original test results.

Box 1

The test works as follows: Samples are collected from FNA
for cytopathology screening of the nodule—physicians put a
dab of the cellular material into a preservation vial, which is
shipped to Veracyte’s laboratory in South San Francisco. The
collection can be done by any properly trained

94% NPV in Pivotal PMA Study
The pivotal study, published in The New England Journal of
Medicine, reported results of 265 indeterminate nodules, of
which 85 were confirmed malignant. The Afirma GEC correctly
classified 78 of those as suspicious, and found that of the
seven false negatives, six were hampered by insufficient
sampling of the nodule. The negative predictive value (NPV)
was 94%, with some variation depending on type of nodule;
overall specificity was lower, at 52%, but this is less important
for ruling out surgery, as the test is designed to do, and
Veracyte has since launched a next-generation test with
improved specificity. The data suggests “a more conservative
approach for patients who have nodules with indeterminate
cytology features on fine needle aspiration and a benign result
on gene-expression classifier testing,” the authors note.

If the cytology sample is indeterminate, Veracyte runs its
reflex test and provides answers within two weeks of the initial
workup. “We try to understand the pathway the physician uses
to work up the patient and then construct business models that
make it easy for them to do business with us,” says Anderson.
Since the NEJM paper appeared five years ago, more
research has shown the economic value of Afirma to institutions. Follow-up studies have shown reductions in surgery
for indeterminate nodules of up to 32% (see Box 2).
The second-generation Afirma, which the company
launched this spring, could increase the number of patients
spared from surgery by 30% above the original test’s rate,
says Anderson. This test incorporates additional genomic
information on fusions and variants, as well as machine-learn-

(NEJM online June 25, 2012: N Engl J Med 2012;367:705-15; DOI:
10.1056/NEJMoa1203208)

Next Generation: Afirma Genomic Sequencing Classifier

Figure 2

Next Generation: Afirma Genomic Sequencing Classifier
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Box 2

not available for review. Because physicians “forgo using a
new test” due to inconsistent payor coverage, “we believe
that universal test coverage may improve physicians’ willingness to use the test,” he wrote. PJC has an overweight
recommendation on the stock, base on valuation.

Cost Savings Associated with Afirma
A review of published literature presented as a poster at the
American Association of Clinical Endocrinology (AACE) in
May found that about 44% of roughly 66,000 Afirma tests
done through September 2016 were benign; and, while a
small percentage of those who tested benign were sent for
surgery, more than 24,000 surgeries were prevented at a
cumulative savings of $255 million between January 2011
and September 2016.

Veracyte does not disclose exact pricing of its tests, but
the list price for Afirma is $6,400, although real-world pricing inevitably varies; Medicare’s contracted fee per test,
for example, is $3,200. In the first half of 2017, Afirma revenues were $34.8 million, up 23.4% from the same period
a year ago (see Figure 3).

High Hopes for “Field of Injury”
in Pulmonary Disease

ing enhancements, and is performed using RNA sequencing
analysis as opposed to microarrays, enabling better specificity, which is a weakness in the first-generation iteration. This
means it has potential to help direct management of patients
whose FNAs are malignant by describing whether the cancer
is aggressive and/or predicting the likelihood of recurrence
(see Figure 2).

With Afirma off the ground by 2012, the company turned
to new product development. In early 2015, it initiated a
limited launch of Percepta Bronchial Genomic Classifier.
Unlike Afirma, and the newer Envisia Genomic Classifier, both of which came about from internal efforts, the
technology behind Percepta was developed externally,
by physician-scientists at Boston University—an exercise,
Cohen says, that illustrates Veracyte management’s flexible approach to embracing promising new technologies,
regardless of their origins (see Figure 4).

The accumulation of this kind of clinical data helped
smooth the way for Afirma GEC to get coverage from
Medicare in 2012, followed by most leading private insurers, representing more than 260 million covered lives, in
a breakneck timeframe and at a satisfactory level, says
Anderson. Piper Jaffray analyst William Quirk in a July 30
note observed that Afirma now has close to universal coverage; of 51 private payors in PJC’s database, only three still
have no-coverage policies for Afirma, while 37 have positive coverage policies, and 10 do not have policies or are

Following the company’s $58 million IPO in 2013, management was thinking about where to take the business
and decided to focus on pulmonology, in the process identifying its potentially biggest opportunity, improved lung

Afirma Achieve 30% Penetration, Leveraging Higher-margin Segment

Figure 3
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cancer diagnostics. In September 2014, Veracyte acquired
Allegro Diagnostics for $21 million, attracted by the groundbreaking work on lung cancer genomic tests by Allegro’s
founders, a group of scientist-clinicians at Boston University School of Medicine.
Because patients are typically diagnosed with lung cancer
when they are in the late stages of disease, it is the leading
cause of cancer deaths worldwide. To date, efforts to detect
it at earlier stages, when it is more treatable, have been
disappointing. Currently, the standard work-up for people
at high risk of lung cancer involves a CT scan, followed by
a bronchoscopy for patients who are found to have smaller
to mid-sized nodules; patients with large nodules have a
greater risk of cancer and are thus sent directly to surgery.
That said, bronchoscopies, like FNAs, are far from perfect.
More than one-third of the 250,000 bronchoscopies done
each year for diagnostic evaluation of suspected lung cancer
are indeterminate, with rates depending on the location or
size of the lesion. Patients with a non-diagnostic bronchoscopy often undergo more invasive testing, and in this group as
much as 20% to 25% are found to be benign. Veracyte believes
that these numbers could triple in next few years as CT screening programs ramp up, driven by Affordable Care Act cancer
screening mandates. However, doctors, who know that many
patients are low risk and could benefit from watchful wait-
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ing, hesitate to take this route. They opt instead for surgery
because the purpose of screening programs is to find cancers
earlier. All of this means that far too much surgery is done on
people who end up not having cancer—presenting a real challenge for payors (see Figure 5). (Also see “Image-Guided Lung
Biopsy: Aiming for a Stage Shift in Lung Cancer Diagnosis,” The
MedTech Strategist, December 18, 2015.)
Veracyte hopes that Percepta will change that paradigm.
The test is based on years of work by the BU team, which
homed-in on a concept known to scientists as the “field of
injury,” which refers to a biological response that extends
beyond the actual site of an injury. In this case, it is caused
by exposure to environmental toxins in normal epithelial
cells in the bronchial tract, which correlate with lung cancer and other respiratory diseases. The normal cells are
more accessible for sampling than nodules seated deep in
the lung, and thus could potentially be useful as diagnostic
or risk-assessment tools. The technology to measure them
globally previously didn’t exist, however, until the BU team,
led by Avrum Spira, MD, professor of medicine, laboratory
medicine, and pathology and bioinformatics chief of computational biomedicine at BU School of Medicine, applied
genomics to the problem. Spira and his group ultimately
created a panel of 23 of the most relevant markers that
accurately detect genetic abnormalities in normal epithelial cells lining the bronchial airways that correlate to lung

Expanding Pipeline to Sustain Long-term Growth

Figure 4
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cancer risk. Results of those studies, AEGIS I and II, were
published in May 2015 in NEJM (see Box 3).

oping lung cancer from nasal swabs. Proof-of-concept for
this advance has been published (Journal of the National
Cancer Institute, February 2017).

Box 3

Veracyte is now in early discovery and development of a
variety of tests that could deploy that approach, Anderson
says, although the company has not stated what clinical
questions a nasal swab would try to answer—a key part of
any value proposition. The company has exclusive rights to
“field of injury’” technology, which has core patent protection in Europe and pending patents in the US, and is working closely with Spira and his team on advances. “While we
haven’t disclosed in detail the full implications of this technology, we believe it could potentially have far-reaching
applications,” she adds.

AEGIS Studies Support Percepta’s Potential
as a Rule-Out Test
In AEGIS I and II, 43% of a combined 639 patients had
non-diagnostic bronchoscopies for lung cancer. The studies
found the combination of classifier and bronchoscopy had a
sensitivity of 96%, independent of lesion size and location,
and an NPV in patients with intermediate pretest probability
of cancer of 91% among patients with a non-diagnostic
bronchoscopic examination. The researchers concluded
that in intermediate-risk patients with a non-diagnostic
bronchoscopic examination and a negative classifier
score provided support for a more conservative diagnostic
approach.

Genomic Classification to Rule In
Idiopathic Pulmonary Fibrosis
Meanwhile, a complicated, four-year internal project,
in collaboration with medical thought leaders and involving entirely different technology, aims to more precisely
diagnose certain pulmonary diseases. It has now seen tangible results, with the late 2016 launch of Envisia Genomic
Classifier to improve the diagnosis of IPF, a common and
deadly form of interstitial lung disease. The test is the first
that Veracyte is launching based on deep RNA sequencing,
an approach it says it can do cost effectively and has subsequently used in the updated Afirma classifier, which came
onto the market in April (see Figure 6).

(NEJM May 17, 2015 N Engl J Med 2015;373:243-51. DOI:
10.1056/NEJMoa1504601)

The test can reduce the number of invasive workups by
identifying benign patients and moving them to watchful
follow-up. The company, working with the BU group, is in
the process of advancing these findings based on published
studies showing that the field of injury extends to the nasal
passage, thus it is possible to detect risk of having or devel-

Percepta Demonstrates Strong Clinical Utility

Figure 5
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No One Lever

Unlike Afirma and Percepta, Envisia is a rule-in test, which
detects, without the need for surgery, usual interstitial pneumonia (UIP), a pattern whose presence is essential to IPF
diagnosis. Some 200,000 patients are evaluated annually in
the US for suspected IPF using high-resolution CT (HRCT);
however, only approximately 25% of scans detect UIP with
certainty. This leaves about 150,000 patients as surgical candidates due to uncertain diagnoses.

Because no single lever is responsible for building success
in this new market of genomic testing, the company remains
technology agnostic. If it is focuses on using a technology that
does not address a clinical question well enough, and does not
change patient care, it will fall short.
That said, scientific differentiation is a given. In molecular
diagnostics, increasingly, and in Veracyte’s case certainly, the
innovation is not in the data collection or sequencing–its tests
are currently performed on two common platforms, and the
data collection is also fairly standard, although enhanced by
Veracyte’s sample collection innovations, combined with other
data sources. Rather, “the sophistication of the machine learning algorithms is the secret sauce of our scientific approach,”
says Anderson.

Clinical validation data presented at the ATS meeting in May
showed that Envisia identified UIP in patients suspected of having IPF with high specificity of nearly 90%, and demonstrated
a sensitivity of 67%, meaning it would be expected to identify
two-thirds of UIP cases with a high degree of accuracy. This
performance was compared to a reference standard histopathology review by a central panel of pathologists with expertise
in interstitial lung disease. The findings are from the 30-site,
prospective BRAVE trial and involved 236 transbronchial biopsy
samples from 49 patients.

A separate clinical team also works with R&D to design clinical
trials where patient samples are used to train classifiers to recognize specific targets in the sea of what could be going on in any
patient that walks into a physician’s office. The cost of this work,
combined with ongoing accumulation of clinical data, is hefty—
spend on test development alone was $25-40 million, with
money raised from both public and private sources. The financial
commitment is necessary because the company’s ambitions for
precision coincide with the varied nature of disease.

Envisia is just getting off the ground, so it’s too early to assess
its reimbursement prospects, but the company is going after
the market with the same adherence to hefty clinical data
and a solid value proposition as it has had with Percepta and
Afirma. Anderson estimates the potential opportunity, now at
$525 million, is likely to increase as new drugs come to market
aimed specifically at IPF (the first two drugs aimed specifically
at treating IPF, Esbriet, which is now sold by Roche, and Ofve,
launched by Boehringer Ingelheim, came on the market in the
US in 2014, and more are in R&D pipelines).

“Thyroid patients do not walk through a physician’s door with
a nodule that is cancerous or not; the nodule could be made of
many different biologies, with different benign conditions or different cancers, each with different treatment,” says Anderson.

Figure 6
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“When we enroll patients in early clinical trials to train the classifier,
we need those various subtypes so that all patients can be represented when the classifiers are trained to distinguish benign versus
malignant.” Likewise, training the algorithms for the IPF classifier
required collaboration with thought leaders across 30 sites and
data from hundreds of patients. Companies, or academics, lacking
substantial capital, do limited studies that look for specific markers,
which is fine for finding targets, but not for molecular diagnostics.
“The studies we do are not easy or cheap, but if they are not done
properly they will not produce high-performing tests,” she adds.
Reimbursement is at the front and center of this approach.
Building an internal billing operation is not just efficient, it is strategic because the company wanted to carefully manage its managed care strategy and its relationships with payors for coverage
and contracting. “Why outsource a key element of our success?”
Anderson asks, adding that she considers internalization of billing
to be one of the company’s “smartest moves” because it helped
management prioritize and use the process to leverage discussions with health plan medical directors on getting coverage decisions and ultimately getting on contracts.

Will Wall Street Take Notice?
It’s not clear why Veracyte hasn’t caught on yet with Wall
Street and few analysts are recommending its stock, although
they note that it is undervalued relative to peers, and several
analysts contacted by MTS say they are unofficially tracking the
company. It’s also unclear what the outlook is for a potential
acquisition and at what valuation—whether Veracyte is a target
or an acquirer. The M&A environment going forward for diagnostics companies is murky, with some analysts predicting a fall-off
following several big deals. (see “First-Half IPO Window Remains
Shut, Despite Strong M&A and Valuations,” “The MedTech Strategist,” July 31, 2017.)
The company reported revenues of $65.1 million in 2016 and
forecasts sales of between $76 million and $84 million this year,
up about 17% to 29%, with profitability cash flow break-even
expected by the end of 2018. Ongoing losses, of course, are not
unusual for the corner of the investment world occupied by
genomic diagnostic firms, many of which have yet to achieve
profitability. Nor are lumpy revenues uncommon, although they
give analysts pause.
At least one analyst cited the high cumulative rate of unreimbursed tests—roughly $160 million, according to the company’s
latest 10Q filing. That figure, says Anderson, doesn’t reflect reality or the true issues for Wall Street because it is based on a
list price that executives never expected to achieve, but was calculated according to Securities & Exchange Commission boilerplate requirements.
Moreover, regulatory and reimbursement clouds still hover over
the subsector of diagnostics where Veracyte plays—small cap comTHE MEDTECH STRATEGIST

panies with innovative molecular technologies (see “Even with
PAMA Looming, Reimbursement is a Challenge,” this issue).
FDA’s rollback of oversight over laboratory developed tests
(LDTs), announced earlier this year, may seem like a temporary
win for the field, but by stepping away, the agency puts more
pressure on already skeptical payors to be responsible for due
diligence—giving rise to concerns about their expertise at evaluating technology in this fast-moving field. Evidence of clinical
utility—that is, real-world confirmation that results of new tests
are likely to change physician decisions about therapeutic strategy—has been critical to payor acceptance. While Veracyte and
a few other companies address this demand, the hype and sheer
abundancy of claims can be overwhelming for payors, which
leaves new tests vulnerable to hasty or misguided judgments.
On the other hand, the advent of the Centers for Medicare and
Medicaid Services’ new system for calculating laboratory test
reimbursement, PAMA, scheduled to take effect January 1, 2018,
appears to be a positive for new molecular technologies like Veracyte’s because it carves them out of calculation formulas clearly
designed to hold down pricing and, in fact, gives them a boost.
Anderson agrees that PAMA is a positive for Veracyte and,
selectively, other diagnostics companies, because it makes the
process by which reimbursement rates are calculated more
transparent. And, as an initiative coming from the federal government that favors high-tech, high-value diagnostic tests, it
could pave the way for a friendlier dialog with the clinical diagnostics industry than has been the case in the past. “PAMA sheds
a spotlight on the molecular diagnostics industry, which has
often been overshadowed by the drug industry, but is indispensable to better clinical care, Anderson says. Correctly performed
and addressing the right questions, tests like the kind Veracyte is
creating can put a proper perspective on the real value of drugs
and surgical procedures, she says.
There’s also looming competition in Veracyte's core thyroid
business from Rosetta Genomics Inc., Interpace Diagnostics, and
others. Erik Alexander of Brigham & Women’s says that these
companies don’t have close to the levels of clinical evidence or
market acceptance as Afirma, but they are reminders that the
field is moving fast.
More telling, Veracyte is still a one-product company in terms of
revenue generation, and while the lung cancer opportunity seems
to have big potential, given the enormity of the population eligible
for high-risk screening, they are taking a wait-and-see approach;
Percepta just got an important Medicare coverage decision, but
has a way to go with payors. Anderson thinks that confirmation of
real-world interest, along with the company’s focus on diagnostic
ambiguity early on, as opposed to the higher-profile strategy of
personalized medicine, may be keeping it off analysts’ radar. Most
important may be getting the word out on Veracyte’s story—and,
more broadly, that of the central role clinically useful and validated genomic testing plays in precision medicine.
© 2017 Innovation In Medtech, LLC. All rights reserved.
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Q&A with Fred Cohen
Fred Cohen, MD, D. Phil., is a University of California, San Francisco-trained
endocrinologist and managing director at TPG Capital, which has co-founded
and/ or funded some of the most pioneering molecular diagnostics start-ups
in recent years, including CareDx, CardioDx and, by far the most successful,
Genomic Health Inc. He has been on the board of GHI since 2002, and played
a role in decisions that have shaped the company’s strategy to back its cutting-edge genomic test platform, initially focused on using genomics to optimize breast cancer treatment options, with unusually substantial amounts
of clinical evidence, which helped it gain coverage and reimbursement. After
a long and expensive journey, that company is now in the unusual position
in the rapidly evolving but financially uncertain molecular testing world of
likely to turn its first profit in 2017. It anticipates revenues of $345 million to
$355 million for the year.
The MedTech Strategist: What key learnings from
your experiences with Genomic Health have helped you
formulate and strategize Veracyte?

Fred Cohen: The biggest learning, and there were several, was that you had better have a good medical economic
argument to start a company because if your successful
efforts do not give rise to a cost-effective solution, fighting the battle to get paid will be extraordinarily hard, and
if you can’t get paid, you cannot build a company. Along
those lines, you had better save the system money. Also, it is
essential to have highly annotated samples with good clinical evidence. That is a table stake; if you do not have good
samples, you will not be able to overcome variability and,
even if you do have them, you still may not be able to do so.
MTS: What about from a business perspective – what
have you applied from Genomic Health’s business strategy
to make Veracyte’s journey easier?

Cohen: Reimbursement is essential, as is the corollary,
which is that publications are essential and those publications have to speak not only to the science, but also to
analytic methods and to the healthcare economics. You
can’t just write an interesting science paper, as we did in
The New England Journal of Medicine. You also have to do
the analytic work so when you say you can do this, you can
really do this. The danger is that all of those ingredients are
important, but no one of them is the key, so you are always
stuck in a world where you can do more and everyone is
happy to ask for more.

MTS: Thinking of high standards of evidence, it seems
like you were gearing Veracyte for a tougher regulatory
environment. When you started the company did you
believe LDTs [laboratory developed tests], which are lightly
regulated, compared to FDA-approved in vitro diagnostic
kits, would be so prevalent and so predominant for so long?

Cohen: We believed that LDTs would last, but also that
the regulations would evolve. You never know with these
things, however, and there were many false starts with
regulators on whether they should or should not regulate,
back and forth. It was our belief they ultimately could, but
they had other fish to fry.
MTS: How has Veracyte’s strategy or trajectory differed
from Genomic Health’s?

Cohen: These things are hard to do, and one learning

was no one company has a lock on information that you
may need to be successful; R&D has to be organic and inorganic. Veracyte management was willing to bring in work
from outside groups, while Genomic Health was more
committed to internal development. The pulmonary lung
test came from an in-licensing project at Veracyte. That
is a critical set point for a company and Bonnie’s [Bonnie
Anderon] leadership has been willing to work that way.
Both organizations have very strong science, but it was a
philosophical difference, that Genomic Health has since
embraced, by the way.
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MTS: As a serial entrepreneur in molecular diagnostics,
in a space this complex, where you are also treading new
ground, there is a lot to calibrate against market demand.
Are there models to use?

Cohen: Obviously, if it was easy everyone could do it.

One starts off by understanding the market size and the
clinical decision process, and envisioning what the world
would look like if the clinical decision was made in a different way. If the world could look better, what is the
likelihood of success, and how well will the test get paid?
The rules of thumb we try to use are as follows: think of
how much money the test saves the system and what fraction of savings the company will be able to capture from
the system. You also have to ask how long any study would
take to do—it maybe too long to be practical. In the case of
Afirma [Veracyte’s first marketed test] people were going
to thyroid surgeons immediately after their FNA to be diagnosed definitively—the researchers did not have to wait 10
years to see if the subjects have or develop cancer.
You never know until you launch a test how physicians will
accept it. One challenge for entrepreneurs is, if you ask
doctors, they generally will tell you what they think you
want to hear. Doctors do not tell you how they actually
practice medicine. And unless you can show the decision
impact, you cannot get paid because payors do not want to
support tests that add cost but do not change practice. So
that is complicated.
For example, I have a test that can predict bladder cancer
recurrence. Urologists have patients who come in routinely
for cystoscopies. Urologists say it does not hurt a bit, patients
not so much, but urologists feel great and they made a few
bucks. If that test replaces cystoscopy, the urologist would
ask, ‘Why would I do that, I get paid for cystoscopy’. The
urologist would tell you, of course, under the right circumstances I would use test, but that does not mean they would,
even if the data is great.
We saw this at CareDx, which developed a blood test that is
better than biopsies [Cohen is also on the board of CareDx
Inc., which develops molecular diagnostics for monitoring transplant patients. Its flagship test, AlloMap monitors
heart transplant patients for rejection using blood samples,
which reduces the need for endomyocardial biopsies]. The
data was published in significant journals, including in The
New England Journal of Medicine. Now, CareDx recently did
100,000 AlloMap tests, so it is not like there is no adoption,
but you know what? Doctors still do a lot of endomyocardial
biopsies. You can talk yourself into anything if you persuade
yourself it is the right thing to do, and maybe it is and maybe
it is not.
THE MEDTECH STRATEGIST

That is what is interesting about Afirma. It does not affect
the endocrinologist pocketbook. It is the surgeon who is
affected, because the surgeon never sees the patient who
tests negative for Afirma GEC. That is one of the reasons
I liked the proposition. The same is true for Percepta and
Envisia. Pulmonologists do the initial diagnosis procedures,
and surgeons do the follow up.
MTS: Veracyte’s tests are being adopted, and the
company is getting reimbursed, which is unusual,
at attractive rates, so what is going on with the
stock price?

Cohen: I am not that smart. Presumably it has turned
from a story into a real business with numbers, which is
always dangerous because numbers can be scrutinized in
ways different than stories. I think Veracyte will be compelling…they are winning the reimbursement battles, but until
it throws off a lot of cash, people say “What is the rush? I’ll
wait until you prove that.”
MTS: How do you envision Veracyte evolving in the future?

Cohen: Certain opportunities have taken off in molecu-

lar diagnostics. Exact Sciences Inc. has worked. Fetal DNA
has been working, although not perfectly. Obviously,
Genomic Health is working, so a handful of examples
are working. Cepheid built an interesting business in
molecular diagnostics in infectious diseases. There are
successes, although not as often as I would like. Someone will do a consolidation of the molecular diagnostics
space. Who will choose to do that, I don’t know. Veracyte
has an excellent chance of remaining independent and
maybe the group to do the rollup. It is rare that new tests
justify creation of new platforms. Successful innovation
[in this field] is more about how to fold great ideas into
existing companies than how to create new ones.
MTS: That is not what happened at Veracyte, so did your
expertise in endocrinology have something to do with the
company creation opportunity?

Cohen: The creation of Veracyte happened at a time
when I thought there was an opportunity and I had strong
co-investors at Kleiner Perkins and Versant Ventures, who
also saw that, so we did a ‘clean piece of paper’ start up.
Veracyte is a great company with a super team, and I think
they will be one of the winners. I hope people are patient
enough to see that.
—Wendy Diller
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